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Rss feeds tv shows

Not long ago I did a tutorial on how to set up Bittorrent to automatically download your favorite TV shows and share them with WDTV. In this tutorial I used the popular torrent site KickAssTorrents.com to create a filtered RSS channel for TV shows that you can use with uTorrent. However, filtering search results on KickAssTorrents can be a bit of a pain. At the time, I wanted to use
EZRSS.IT for a tutorial, not, but the website was down for a long period of time. The website is now a backup time and I would like to write a quick post on the app to the original tutorial as the best solution for downloading content. So that's how it works... 1. Go to 2. Enter the name of the show you want and click the search button (I'll use the Sanctuary example again) 3. You can
then further filter the results using the following set of search boxes that come if you want. 4. Once you get a list of episodes that look complete (there may be duplicate episodes, but remember that uTorrent can filter these out) click The Search-based RSS Feed 5 button. Copy the URL of a web page from the browser's address bar. 6. Open uTorrent 7. On the left, click on the
Feeds button on the left panel and then click on the Add RSS Feed button from the menu banner at the top. 8. Install Feed Up with settings similar to those shown below and using the web page URL in the channel's URL box. 9. Click OK and you're good to go! Enjoy and don't forget to download responsibly! A brief reminder: You should have a Windows Share that your WDTV
can access. Inside this share should be a folder called something like New Content. Your default download location in uTorrent should be installed in the New Content folder. Once the show is done downloading they will be available to view on your WDTV on the network. See the original bittorrent tutorial (related in the first sentence of this article) for a more detailed explanation...
An example of the search result As moreofit Search Each website has a unique signature tag - a set of words that users have described the website as. Moreofit is looking for websites that have similar signature tags and displays results. 1: The similarity of the site's similarity is determined by how well its signature tag corresponds to the signature tag they are looking for. 100%
match means that it has exactly the same tags in exactly the same order, while a 0% match means it has no tags in general. 2: The popularity of the website's popularity is, well, largely self-evident. 3: Signature Tag Signatures show how the site is described. The deeper the color of the tag, the more often the website is flagged as this one. Tags highlighted blue denote a tag that
is shared with the search tag's signature. Page 2 example Search How moreofit Search Each website has a unique signature tag - set set what users have described the website as. Moreofit is looking for websites that have similar signature tags and displays results. 1: The similarity of the site's similarity is determined by how well its signature tag corresponds to the signature tag
they are looking for. 100% match means that it has exactly the same tags in exactly the same order, while a 0% match means it has no tags in general. 2: The popularity of the website's popularity is, well, largely self-evident. 3: Signature Tag Signatures show how the site is described. The deeper the color of the tag, the more often the website is flagged as this one. Tags
highlighted blue denote a tag that is shared with the search tag's signature. Page 3 is an example of the search result As moreofit Search Each website has a unique signature tag - a set of words that users have described the website as. Moreofit is looking for websites that have similar signature tags and displays results. 1: The similarity of the site's similarity is determined by
how well its signature tag corresponds to the signature tag they are looking for. 100% match means that it has exactly the same tags in exactly the same order, while a 0% match means it has no tags in general. 2: The popularity of the website's popularity is, well, largely self-evident. 3: Signature Tag Signatures show how the site is described. The deeper the color of the tag, the
more often the website is flagged as this one. Tags highlighted blue denote a tag that is shared with the search tag's signature. Page 4 is an example of the search result As moreofit Search Each website has a unique signature tag - a set of words that users have described the website as. Moreofit is looking for websites that have similar signature tags and displays results. 1: The
similarity of the site's similarity is determined by how well its signature tag corresponds to the signature tag they are looking for. 100% match means that it has exactly the same tags in exactly the same order, while a 0% match means it has no tags in general. 2: The popularity of the website's popularity is, well, largely self-evident. 3: Signature Tag Signatures show how the site is
described. The deeper the color of the tag, the more often the website is flagged as this one. Tags highlighted blue denote a tag that is shared with the search tag's signature. Page 5 is an example of the search result As moreofit Search Each website has a unique signature tag - a set of words that users have described the website as. Moreofit is looking for websites that have
similar signature tags and displays results. 1: The similarity of the site's similarity is determined by how well its signature tag corresponds to the signature tag they are looking for. 100% match means that it has exactly the same tags in exactly the same order, while a 0% match means it has no tags in general. 2: Popularity Of the website's popularity, largely self-evident. 3:
Signature Tag Signatures show how the site is described. The deeper the color of the tag, the more often the website is flagged as this one. Tags highlighted blue denote a tag that is shared with the search tag's signature. Page 6 is an example of the search result As moreofit Search Each website has a unique signature tag - a set of words that users have described the website
as. Moreofit is looking for websites that have similar signature tags and displays results. 1: The similarity of the site's similarity is determined by how well its signature tag corresponds to the signature tag they are looking for. 100% match means that it has exactly the same tags in exactly the same order, while a 0% match means it has no tags in general. 2: The popularity of the
website's popularity is, well, largely self-evident. 3: Signature Tag Signatures show how the site is described. The deeper the color of the tag, the more often the website is flagged as this one. Tags highlighted blue denote a tag that is shared with the search tag's signature. Page 7 is an example of the search result As moreofit Search Each website has a unique signature tag - a
set of words that users have described the website as. Moreofit is looking for websites that have similar signature tags and displays results. 1: The similarity of the site's similarity is determined by how well its signature tag corresponds to the signature tag they are looking for. 100% match means that it has exactly the same tags in exactly the same order, while a 0% match means
it has no tags in general. 2: The popularity of the website's popularity is, well, largely self-evident. 3: Signature Tag Signatures show how the site is described. The deeper the color of the tag, the more often the website is flagged as this one. Tags highlighted blue denote a tag that is shared with the search tag's signature. Page 8 is an example of the search result As moreofit
Search Each website has a unique signature tag - a set of words that users have described the website as. Moreofit is looking for websites that have similar signature tags and displays results. 1: The similarity of the site's similarity is determined by how well its signature tag corresponds to the signature tag they are looking for. 100% match means that it has exactly the same tags
in exactly the same order, while a 0% match means it has no tags in general. 2: The popularity of the website's popularity is, well, largely self-evident. 3: Signature Tag Signatures show how the site is described. The deeper the color of the tag, the more often the website is flagged as this one. Tags highlighted blue denote a tag that is shared with the search tag's signature. Page
9 is an example of the search result As moreofit Search Each website has a unique signature tag - a set of words that users have described the website as. Search in Moreofit websites that have similar signature tags and displays results. 1: The similarity of the site's similarity is determined by how well its signature tag corresponds to the signature tag they are looking for. 100%
match means that it has exactly the same tags in exactly the same order, while a 0% match means it has no tags in general. 2: The popularity of the website's popularity is, well, largely self-evident. 3: Signature Tag Signatures show how the site is described. The deeper the color of the tag, the more often the website is flagged as this one. Tags highlighted blue denote a tag that
is shared with the search tag's signature. Page 10 is an example of the search result As moreofit Search Each website has a unique signature tag - a set of words that users have described the website as. Moreofit is looking for websites that have similar signature tags and displays results. 1: The similarity of the site's similarity is determined by how well its signature tag
corresponds to the signature tag they are looking for. 100% match means that it has exactly the same tags in exactly the same order, while a 0% match means it has no tags in general. 2: The popularity of the website's popularity is, well, largely self-evident. 3: Signature Tag Signatures show how the site is described. The deeper the color of the tag, the more often the website is
flagged as this one. Tags highlighted blue denote a tag that is shared with the search tag's signature. Page 11 is an example of the search result As moreofit Search Each website has a unique signature tag - a set of words that users have described the website as. Moreofit is looking for websites that have similar signature tags and displays results. 1: The similarity of the site's
similarity is determined by how well its signature tag corresponds to the signature tag they are looking for. 100% match means that it has exactly the same tags in exactly the same order, while a 0% match means it has no tags in general. 2: The popularity of the website's popularity is, well, largely self-evident. 3: Signature Tag Signatures show how the site is described. The
deeper the color of the tag, the more often the website is flagged as this one. Tags highlighted blue denote a tag that is shared with the search tag's signature. Page 12 is an example of the search result As moreofit Search Each website has a unique signature tag - a set of words that users have described the website as. Moreofit is looking for websites that have similar signature
tags and displays results. 1: The similarity of the site's similarity is determined by how well its signature tag corresponds to the signature tag they are looking for. 100% match means that it has exactly the same tags in exactly the same order, while a 0% match means it has no tags in general. 2: The popularity of the website's popularity is, well, largely self-evident. 3: Tag Signature
Tag show how the site is described. The deeper the color of the tag, the more often the website is flagged as this one. Tags highlighted blue denote a tag that is shared with the search tag's signature. Page 13 is an example of the search result As moreofit Search Each website has a unique signature tag - a set of words that users have described the website as. Moreofit is
looking for websites that have similar signature tags and displays results. 1: The similarity of the site's similarity is determined by how well its signature tag corresponds to the signature tag they are looking for. 100% match means that it has exactly the same tags in exactly the same order, while a 0% match means it has no tags in general. 2: The popularity of the website's
popularity is, well, largely self-evident. 3: Signature Tag Signatures show how the site is described. The deeper the color of the tag, the more often the website is flagged as this one. Tags highlighted blue denote a tag that is shared with the search tag's signature. Page 14 is an example of the search result As moreofit Search Each website has a unique signature tag - a set of
words that users have described the website as. Moreofit is looking for websites that have similar signature tags and displays results. 1: The similarity of the site's similarity is determined by how well its signature tag corresponds to the signature tag they are looking for. 100% match means that it has exactly the same tags in exactly the same order, while a 0% match means it has
no tags in general. 2: The popularity of the website's popularity is, well, largely self-evident. 3: Signature Tag Signatures show how the site is described. The deeper the color of the tag, the more often the website is flagged as this one. Tags highlighted blue denote a tag that is shared with the search tag's signature. Page 15 is an example of the search result As moreofit Search
Each website has a unique signature tag - a set of words that users have described the website as. Moreofit is looking for websites that have similar signature tags and displays results. 1: The similarity of the site's similarity is determined by how well its signature tag corresponds to the signature tag they are looking for. 100% match means that it has exactly the same tags in
exactly the same order, while a 0% match means it has no tags in general. 2: The popularity of the website's popularity is, well, largely self-evident. 3: Signature Tag Signatures show how the site is described. The deeper the color of the tag, the more often the website is flagged as this one. Tags highlighted blue denote a tag that is shared with the search tag's signature. Page 16
is an example of the search result As moreofit Search Each website has a unique signature tag - a set of words that users have described the website as. Moreofit is looking for websites that have similar signature tags and displays 1: The similarity of the site's similarity is determined by how well its signature tag corresponds to the signature tag they are looking for. 100% match
means that it has exactly the same tags in exactly the same order, while a 0% match means it has no tags in general. 2: The popularity of the website's popularity is, well, largely self-evident. 3: Signature Tag Signatures show how the site is described. The deeper the color of the tag, the more often the website is flagged as this one. Tags highlighted blue denote a tag that is
shared with the search tag's signature. Page 17 is an example of the search result As moreofit Search Each website has a unique signature tag - a set of words that users have described the website as. Moreofit is looking for websites that have similar signature tags and displays results. 1: The similarity of the site's similarity is determined by how well its signature tag corresponds
to the signature tag they are looking for. 100% match means that it has exactly the same tags in exactly the same order, while a 0% match means it has no tags in general. 2: The popularity of the website's popularity is, well, largely self-evident. 3: Signature Tag Signatures show how the site is described. The deeper the color of the tag, the more often the website is flagged as
this one. Tags highlighted blue denote a tag that is shared with the search tag's signature. Page 18 is an example of the search result As moreofit Search Each website has a unique signature tag - a set of words that users have described the website as. Moreofit is looking for websites that have similar signature tags and displays results. 1: The similarity of the site's similarity is
determined by how well its signature tag corresponds to the signature tag they are looking for. 100% match means that it has exactly the same tags in exactly the same order, while a 0% match means it has no tags in general. 2: The popularity of the website's popularity is, well, largely self-evident. 3: Signature Tag Signatures show how the site is described. The deeper the color
of the tag, the more often the website is flagged as this one. Tags highlighted blue denote a tag that is shared with the search tag's signature. Page 19 is an example of the search result As moreofit Search Each website has a unique signature tag - a set of words that users have described the website as. Moreofit is looking for websites that have similar signature tags and displays
results. 1: The similarity of the site's similarity is determined by how well its signature tag corresponds to the signature tag they are looking for. 100% match means that it has exactly the same tags in exactly the same order, while a 0% match means it has no tags in general. 2: The popularity of the website's popularity is, well, largely self-evident. 3: Signature Tag Signatures show
how the site is described. The deeper the color the more often the website is flagged as this one. Tags highlighted blue denote a tag that is shared with the search tag's signature. Page 20 is an example of the search result As moreofit Search Each website has a unique signature tag - a set of words that users have described the website as. Moreofit is looking for websites that
have similar signature tags and displays results. 1: The similarity of the site's similarity is determined by how well its signature tag corresponds to the signature tag they are looking for. 100% match means that it has exactly the same tags in exactly the same order, while a 0% match means it has no tags in general. 2: The popularity of the website's popularity is, well, largely self-
evident. 3: Signature Tag Signatures show how the site is described. The deeper the color of the tag, the more often the website is flagged as this one. Tags highlighted blue denote a tag that is shared with the search tag's signature. Page 21 is an example of the search result As moreofit Search Each website has a unique signature tag - a set of words that users have described
the website as. Moreofit is looking for websites that have similar signature tags and displays results. 1: The similarity of the site's similarity is determined by how well its signature tag corresponds to the signature tag they are looking for. 100% match means that it has exactly the same tags in exactly the same order, while a 0% match means it has no tags in general. 2: The
popularity of the website's popularity is, well, largely self-evident. 3: Signature Tag Signatures show how the site is described. The deeper the color of the tag, the more often the website is flagged as this one. Tags highlighted blue denote a tag that is shared with the search tag's signature. Page 22 is an example of the search result As moreofit Search Each website has a unique
signature tag - a set of words that users have described the website as. Moreofit is looking for websites that have similar signature tags and displays results. 1: The similarity of the site's similarity is determined by how well its signature tag corresponds to the signature tag they are looking for. 100% match means that it has exactly the same tags in exactly the same order, while a
0% match means it has no tags in general. 2: The popularity of the website's popularity is, well, largely self-evident. 3: Signature Tag Signatures show how the site is described. The deeper the color of the tag, the more often the website is flagged as this one. Tags highlighted blue denote a tag that is shared with the search tag's signature. Page 23 is an example of the search
result As moreofit Search Each website has a unique signature tag - a set of words that users have described the website as. Moreofit is looking for websites that have similar signature tags and displays results. 1: The similarity of the site's similarity is determined and his signature tag matches the signature tags that are being searched. 100% match means that it has exactly the
same tags in exactly the same order, while a 0% match means it has no tags in general. 2: The popularity of the website's popularity is, well, largely self-evident. 3: Signature Tag Signatures show how the site is described. The deeper the color of the tag, the more often the website is flagged as this one. Tags highlighted blue denote a tag that is shared with the search tag's
signature. Page 24 is an example of the search result As moreofit Search Each website has a unique signature tag - a set of words that users have described the website as. Moreofit is looking for websites that have similar signature tags and displays results. 1: The similarity of the site's similarity is determined by how well its signature tag corresponds to the signature tag they are
looking for. 100% match means that it has exactly the same tags in exactly the same order, while a 0% match means it has no tags in general. 2: The popularity of the website's popularity is, well, largely self-evident. 3: Signature Tag Signatures show how the site is described. The deeper the color of the tag, the more often the website is flagged as this one. Tags highlighted blue
denote a tag that is shared with the search tag's signature. Page 25 is an example of the search result As moreofit Search Each website has a unique signature tag - a set of words that users have described the website as. Moreofit is looking for websites that have similar signature tags and displays results. 1: The similarity of the site's similarity is determined by how well its
signature tag corresponds to the signature tag they are looking for. 100% match means that it has exactly the same tags in exactly the same order, while a 0% match means it has no tags in general. 2: The popularity of the website's popularity is, well, largely self-evident. 3: Signature Tag Signatures show how the site is described. The deeper the color of the tag, the more often
the website is flagged as this one. Tags highlighted blue denote a tag that is shared with the search tag's signature. Page 26 is an example of the search result As moreofit Search Each website has a unique signature tag - a set of words that users have described the website as. Moreofit is looking for websites that have similar signature tags and displays results. 1: The similarity
of the site's similarity is determined by how well its signature tag corresponds to the signature tag they are looking for. 100% match means that it has exactly the same tags in exactly the same order, while a 0% match means it has no tags in general. 2: The popularity of the website's popularity is, well, largely self-evident. 3: Signature Tag Signatures show how the site is
described. The deeper the color of the tag, the more often the website is flagged as this one. The highlighted blue means a tag shared with the search tag's signature. Signature. usenet rss feeds tv shows. free rss feeds for tv shows
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